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Purchase of RC Mowers TK-44E RC Mower 
 

Staff Report 
 
Discussion: 
The District has benefitted greatly from the emerging technology of remotely controlled (RC) 
mowers. In 2017, the District purchased an Alamo Ridge Runner after following the developing 
technology closely for many years. The Ridge Runner was the first available RC mower that was 
light enough and had a low enough center of gravity to be usable on the steep levee slopes. The 
RC mower can also access very tight spaces were the District previously could only control 
vegetation with line trimmers or herbicides. 
 
Over the last four years, the District has used the Ridge Runner extensively and it has pushed 
the boundaries of what we were previously able to mow due to steep terrain and lack of toe roads. 
Over that use, the mower experienced a number of mechanical failures and needed to be 
repaired. The District crew worked with the manufacturer to recommend solutions to common 
problems we were experiencing and eventually made modifications that improved upon the 
original design. Due to extensive use, the Ridge Runner is now approaching time to be replaced. 
Although staff believes we can still get three or more years of continued service out of the mower, 
it is recommended to purchase a new mower in expectation of the Ridge Runner’s approaching 
end of service life. 
 
After a thorough search of available RC mowers to replace the Ridge Runner, staff determined 
that of the three known pieces of equipment in existence, only one is actually available in the 
United States. The Alamo Ridge Runner is no longer offered and repeated attempts to engage 
the Alamo company have yielded no response. The Green Climber F23 offered in Europe is a 
similar mower to the Ridge Runner but there is no U.S. vendor for the product. 
 
The only currently available mower that meets the District’s constraints for being a light weight 
tracked RC mower with a low center of gravity is the RC Mowers TK-44E. The TK-44E is a tracked 
44-inch Rotary Mower with a 21.5 horsepower Kawasaki engine capable of mowing up to a 45-
degree maximum slope. This mower’s capabilities and construction meet and exceed that of the 
District’s current Alamo Ride Runner.  
 
There is currently no equal competitor for the RC Mowers TK-44E for the District’s intended 
purposes. Remotely controlled mowers with tires instead of tracks are available but they are not 
able to maneuver on the District’s steep levee slopes. Therefore, the District is not held under the 
requirement to conduct open public bidding to insure the lowest available cost. Since the RC 
Mowers product is the only piece of equipment that can perform under the constraints required 
by the District, the public is assured of the lowest cost for this item. 
 
The cost quote from RC Mowers for the TK-44E plus the 200-hour maintenance kit and freight 
charges amounts to a total cost of $38,734.36. 
 
 
Recommendation: 
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The General Manager recommends that the Board of Trustees approve the purchase of the RC 
Mowers TK-44E mower at a price of $38,734.36. 
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